
 
Call for solidarity from Milan 

 
What's happening in Milan 

  
 Hi to everybody! A few words to explain what's happening in Milan since 
 some weeks ago. 
  
 The housing problem is growing, of course becouse of the crisis and the 
 laws of Renzi's gov. In march, infact, a law about house has been voted, 
 the famous PIANO CASA, and in this law there are a lots of bad things to 
 destroy the housing movements. BUT A THINGS THAT NO ONE SAYS, IS THAT 
 THE LAW ALLOWS AND PROMPTS THE SELL OF PUBLIC HOUSES. 
  
 Nothings to help people, and a lots to help speculations. In this 
 scenario, Milan is going to face local election, and the campaing to win 
 has definitely started: in particular, Lega Nord party, in a big 
 alliance with all the extreme-right parties, is doing all the campaign 
 against migrants. This has exploded thanks to the media in a big 
 discussion on the main stream that spreads shit on house movement, 
 expecially situation as SanSiro, a popular block where the number of 
 occupation still grow. It's a way to remove legitimacy to whom 
 demonstrate that there is another solution to solve crisis that do not 
 propose austerity and privatizations. 
  
 The government of region Lombardia (Lega Nord), with Aler (who manage 
 popular houses) and the mayor are saying that they will free the popular 
 blocks from the occupations, because they said, who occupy is a criminal 
 and stole the right to house to people waiting for a popular house: of 
 course this is a lie, because Milan has more than 8000 popular empty 
 houses, and 20.000 family are waiting, but they do not give it. Why? 
 Because they are selling the popular to privates. 
  
 Tomorrow will starts the op against occupation, and this famous plan of 
 200 evictions: we're doing breakfast in the streets in different block 
 to prevent the police and try to block the op. 
  
 ANY KIND OF SOLIDARITY IS SOOOOOOOOOO APPRECIATE! Maybe a text, or some 
 banners, or pics with signs... 
  
this happens today in the morning, the day before the op...  
I'll send as soon as possible a translation of our texts... 
  
 
 


